CLIENT GIFTS WITH IMPACT
Global Goods Partners (GGP) is a nonprofit social enterprise dedicated to alleviating poverty and promoting social justice. Working in partnership with fair trade artisan groups in the Global South, GGP creates access to the US marketplace and helps our partners develop the infrastructure to enable increasing numbers of women artisans to reliably earn fair living wages and break the cycle of poverty.

Founded in 2005, GGP currently works with more than 40 partners in 20 countries around the world. Our development model centers on supporting locally founded and operated women led organizations; promoting empowerment through economic development; and reaching the most marginalized populations. We provide technical assistance, product development, operational expertise and small capacity building grants to our community based partners. With this support, GGP is empowering women to create sustainable change—advancing the health and wellbeing of their families and communities.
WEEKENDER BAG  
Made in Guatemala  
Handloomed woven cotton and leather

STRIPE EMBROIDERED TOTE BAG  
Made in Thailand  
Repurposed embroidered cotton fabric

NATURAL RAFFIA MARKET TOTE  
Made in Madagascar  
Handwoven raffia

STRIPE BOLGA BAG  
Made in Ghana  
Handwoven vetiver

WOVEN TRAVEL CASE  
Made in Guatemala  
Handloomed woven cotton and leather

LUGGAGE TAG  
Made in Guatemala  
Handloomed woven cotton and leather

IKAT COSMETIC BAGS  
Made in Cambodia  
Silk with hand embroidery

RECYCLED TIRE PASSPORT HOLDER  
Made in Cambodia  
Recycled Tire & Vinyl

RECYCLED TIRE WALLET  
Made in Cambodia  
Recycled Tire & Vinyl

RECYCLED TIRE TRAVEL KIT  
Made in Cambodia  
Recycled Tire & Vinyl
ACCESSORIES

COTTON STRIPED SCARF
Made in Ethiopia
Handwoven cotton
Available in a variety of colorways and patterns

LIGHTWEIGHT LINEN SCARF
Made in Nepal
Handwoven linen
Available in an array of colors

BELA WOOL SCARF
Made in Nepal
Handwoven wool
Available in an array of colors

LIGHTWEIGHT BABY ALPACA SCARF
Made in Peru
Handwoven baby alpaca wool
Available in an array of colors

ALPACA SCARF
Made in Bolivia
Alpaca Wool
Available in an array of colors

LEATHER WRAP BRACELET
Made in Guatemala
Leather, waxed cotton string

TH(E) BRACELET
Made in Guatemala
Waxed cotton thread
Proceeds support secondary education for Guatemalan girls

MEN’S LEATHER BRAIDED BRACELET
Made in Guatemala
Woven vintage leather and seaweed

DENIM BRACELET
Made in Guatemala
Woven vintage leather and denim

BRACELETS FOR CHANGE
Made in Guatemala
Available in an array of colors
Proceeds fund medical and social services for Guatemalan children
WAX LUMINARY CANDLE  
Made in Swaziland  
Wax  
Available in large and small

HAMMERED BRASS CANDLE  
Made in India  
Brass with copper or silver finish  
Available large and small

BONE INLAY COASTERS – SET OF 4  
Made in India  
Bone tile  
Available in a variety of colorways and patterns

SWAZI GRASS BASKET  
Made in Swaziland  
Handwoven lutindzi grass  
Available in a variety of colorways and patterns

ALPACA THROW  
Made in Chile  
Handwoven alpaca wool  
Available in a variety of colorways and patterns

ROUND PHOTO FRAME  
Made in India  
Bone tile  
Available in a variety of colorways and patterns

NATURAL DYED FABRIC JOURNALS  
Made on the Thailand  
Organic naturally dyed cotton cover

EMBOSSED LEATHER JOURNALS  
Made in India  
Embossed leather cover

BONE INLAY TRAY  
Made in India  
Bone tile  
Available in an array of colors and patterns

LEATHER CATCH-ALL BOWLS  
Made in Burkina Faso  
Leather with hammered bronze, silver, aluminum
CUSTOMIZABLE PRODUCTS

CUSTOM BEADED KEYCHAINS
Made in South Africa
Beads and wire
Custom designs

CUSTOM DESIGNED PACKAGING

CUSTOM DESIGNED ORNAMENTS
2018 Smithsonian Folklife Festival

CUSTOM TOTE
Made in Bangladesh
Jute, screen printed

EMBROIDERED ORNAMENTS
Made in Mexico
Hand embroidered cotton

GLOBAL GOODS PARTNERS TOTE
Made in Cambodia
Cotton, screen printed

CUSTOM TOTE
Made in Bangladesh
Burlap, screen printed

CUSTOM PRINTED NOTEBOOK
Made in Cambodia
Silk cover

CUSTOM BRACELETS
Made in Guatemala
Available in an array of colors

Custom bracelet closure and hangtag
FELT FLOWERS for sustainable event and/or office decor

Made in Nepal
Available in an array of colors and varieties
“I believe that all women in the world are capable of doing anything we want. And, everything we do, we do with love. I value my work and this work is the way to make my dreams come true. I have big dreams for my family.”

Mathilda
Guatemalan weaver

“GGP expertly designed, produced and delivered a set of products that perfectly captured the festival’s 2017 theme. The products’ artistry and authenticity enriched the entire experience for festival-goers, who were able to take home with them a tangible and meaningful festival memory.”

Jackie Flanagan Pangelinan
Festival Marketplace
Smithsonian Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage

“Secure, productive jobs for women provide the key to community development and family well-being.”

Debra Marks
GGP Board Member
Government Relations Executive, IBM Government and Regulatory Affairs